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ABSIHACT

. The Korteweg-de /riea equation, is studied within the

group-theoretical framework. Analogous equations ara ob-

tained for which the many-dimensional Schrodinger equation

(with nonlocal potential) plays the same role as the one-

d-joensional SchrSdinger equation does 14 the theory of the

Korteweg-de Vries equation.
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Let ^7 be an arbitrary Lie algebra, £,• *>e a basis

in J , Q'i be the corresponding structure constants, Z*

be the space of linear functionals on *J . Denote as &

the basis in *) which is dual to 2*[, and ad X&. the co-
zy 'r'u

ordinates in j with respect to the oasis & .

In the^ppace 0- of infinitely-differentiable func-

tions on ij • consider the орьх-ation

It was etown in ref. flj that the operation (I) turns

*he space o>f the in'initely-differentiabie functions.on c*

into the Lie al&ebra. It is natural to call it *' the Po-

isson bracket algebra associated with the Lie algebra c/.

To each function t v w ^ c r and to each X 6 J

the element 7f OO £ 5» *8 Pu* into correspondence accor-

ding to the relation

*' The а?зеЬга (I) in the general fora was to all ap-

pearance first considered io ref. £/} . Later it was used

on various occasions in the theory of Lie groups-and *>1-

в«Ъгаа in particular in the theory of the local Lie al-

geteaS(eee [2] • ft] }.



_With the use of the mapping 7 the Poisson bracket

(I) may be rewritten in the coordinate-independent form

where \Jw'3 ^b ^ stands for th». commutator in %j

If there exists a scalar product (x,y; in the algebra

which is nondegenerats and invariant under the adjoint

representation then the space *y may be identified with

via the relation

where X6^I %& 0 , ^ is the element of

and to be identified with

The invariancy of the scalar product means the

identity

Therefore, in this case

? « 1 S ^ ^ fit V4*lb
(7)

vhere '/ ̂ ^ is identified with X via

. Consider the dynamics created in ̂  by the Hamilto-

nian function H "Od use tne identity (7) to transfona

the equations of motion

#



Consider the i ~tn coordinate of the element

with respect to the basis Z>i as i- .

It is evident that for any U £ 5

j

Therefore X^= jjj£ = £ х ^ Ю .
 B
y multiplying this

equality by 6>; and summing we find that

Therefore the equations of dynamics in ZJ are al-

ways reducible to the special Lax form

In view of the evident analogy with the equations

describing the rotation of rigid body around a fixed po-

int the form (3) of the equations of motion will be called

the Euler equations below.

The cons..derations given above were presented is ref.

£53 in connection with the models of Gross-fleveu tjpe.

It was noted there that the Korteweg-de Vriea equation is

also treatable within the same scheme, a infilite-dimen-

sional analog of one real symplectie algebra playing the

role of *? .

1л the present paper we are describing this algebra

and are showing how the Korteweg-de Vries equation can be

obtained and studied with its aid. Simultaneously we ob-

tain equations analogous to i. which plays for by the ma-

ny-dimensional SchrSdinger equation (with nonlocal potea-

tial] the same role as the one-dimensional Sehro'dingt .•>



equation play for the theory of the Korteweg-de Vries equa-

tion.

2. ABSTRACT PXMPLflCTIC ALGEBRA

Let X be a real Hilbert apace. 1л case <?-, is re-

alized as & I ̂  (Ml) , «here Л is a set with the

measure ОД , we shall give linear operators in X by

Kernels:

may be a function or a distribution,

as O V the direct sum of two copies ot the

space 3* : ^ L
=
 X v so %• Elements of <3V we shall

f ( (fj ft W
space 3* : ^ L

=
 X v so %• Elements

write as соЮшиа f = (g , Й6 %

where ,'f: f;| is the scalar product in

Linear operators in tf\s
 c a n o e

 naturally written as

second order matrices whcse elements are operators in

(10)

Consider the skew-symmetrical bilirear form in the space

Cenote as opt.llj.Uv the Lie algebra consisting of

real operators in en* that have the common domain of de-

finition and leave the form (II) invariant \ А О

if A "C + t A
e
 0 or, equivalently



She asterisk stande for Hormitian conjugation, fe shall

refer to /Sp (rij IR) as the abstract real sjmplectic al-

gebra. In case «CM £ s fl, < o o it reduces to finite-

dimensional eymploctic algebra ^»P C^-^j « v

Below the elements of S p £ М ^ "^) «ill be denoted

ae

(I3J

Besides the algebra S p C M j l R ) » the use «ill be made al-

so of the algebra Д р ^ О ^ JR ) , that consists of Hil-

bert-Schmidt operators of the form (.13). (For an operator

A of the fora CIO) in Ж- to be a Hilbert-Sclunidit ope-

rator it is necessary and sufficient that A j £ fte'Hil»

bert-Sohmidt operatere in X )•

Hote that th e re exists an inrariant scalar product

in the algebra Sp*"(M}R) . It has the fore

Iota also that «hen К is integer and nonnegatire

one has

3. АВЗТЕАСД gORTEWEG-DE YHIBS EQUAIIQg

bet H С W = H (A, В
 ;
 С,'

 be
 » differenti-

able function in the algebra jSp C^j "*J • L€* ^^ 7*"

alixe the space it in one or another «ay ae X



In this case fj ^u) turns into a functional of the Ker-

nele A(x,%) _, ЪС*)Ъ) and CC*,%) of the

operators Aj & and С , respectively. Denote as

the'operator in £ defined by the Kernel £<>HftA)(X|

~ oH/eAlJl^). Define analogously the operatorr Т>Н/"Э S

and 1>H/^C . One may easily see that VH(uJ £

has the form

ПА

Consider as j-| the following function

Its gradient, according to the general equation (16), has

the fora

VH=. [z %j (I8)

where

£ (вСА + ABC) + f(c&A-f-ACB)

CI9)

In accord with (8) the equation of motion in

determined by the Hamiltonian (17! has the form

(.20)

e



Л ^ ̂ f ̂  ->Consider the manifold Л ^ ^f ^ -> consisting

of elements of the form

Denote temporarily the г.-fa. aide of (20) аз

The direct calculation shows that from (21) it follows

that И
л
- Ui2.-*4bt.—O . This implies that the

manifold «j£ is invariant under the dynamics (20). The

operators f\ , £> are the first integrals while О de-

velops in time: |j (t)- (lL д ) • A " const, & - const.

After calculating the element Ц„. we find that equations

(20) with the condition (21) are equivalent to the fol-

lowing equation for C.'.

- З В С А . С ' З
 t22

>

Equation (22) will be referred to eo the abstract lorte-

weg-de Vries equation.

bfct us pase froa the algebra | S p I n j ">./ to the

algebra £>pCMj«R) * Denote the operator in the r.-b.

side of CIS) as

where A , D and С ere given by eqe. (19)*

There is no invariant scalar product in £jpCrt

Zh»refore the-э does not exist the function \-\ on

such that M
s
V n •

 f e
 *>̂ r nevertheless consider the equ»



atlone of motion

the oonditions (21) being meaningful as before. Once they

are fulfilled the operators A
 a n d

 & serve as first in-

tegrals and equation (24) proves to be equivalent to (22).

Mote that It follows fro*; (21) mat the eigeneubspace

for © is invariant under -the operators jf\ and О •

Therefore equation (22) reduces to the саде when &-A** у

Ъ being the unit operator. Finally, it is reduced to

the case B
=
 *• by the substitution (_, ""* A %

4. AUXILIARY SPECTRAL PROE-.M АИР THE FIRST INTEGRALS

ГОЯ THE ABSTRACT KORTKWEG-JJE VRIES EQUATION

Consider equation (24) -cci assume 'that such operators

R and > , L.

Let the vector fimct

the equation

'.on '(£(*$- (/j4 'J ] saUsfy

where b is the same operator as in (2^). By differentia-

ting (26) with respect to "fc and using (24), (25), (26)

one finds

0=
)

10



In other words, the function

- (

also satisfies equation (26). We stall see belcv, that in

the case of the conventional Kurteweg-de fries equation

relations (25) and (27) create the wellknown aethod of in-

vestigation of this equation by means of the inverse prob-

lem of the scattering theory £sj .

Let us tissume no* that the operator A in (25) is

equal to (,"~R)

Consider the theory associated with the algebra /Sb (, *V J

In this case it follows from (28) that the functions

(292

erve as first integrals for equation (24).

Indeed itjfollows from (28> that another \j~H pair

should exist and be equivalent to the first oae

i-
where

whence tl»e above statement follows.

We have considered the spectral problem only -a one

point. It is store natural to consider this problem with

a spectral parameter Д included

O8)



Demand that the iax equation (30) with £,s= jj "Ah±

M s М + Л К be fulfilled in this case, too. Then, inste-

ad of (28), the two conditions

and

must hold. Ihe number of integrals of motion increases

since now

and the quantities X*,* (^"^•^'••j ^} are

integrals of motion,, note that this trick was first used

in ref. [6j .

We are going to show now that with any operator jjj,

irrespective of relation (28), the functions £n (Aj

(respectively Jl «, ) are in involution. Thia it; a conse-

quence of a general circumstance that was as a matter of

fact first pointed ln[&] (see also [l] ).

Let j be an arbitrary Lie algebra with invariant

scalar product, JrC^J j ЧГ Сл/ be functions on 5*

invariant, under the adjoint representation, AJ^A£ be

arbitrary numbers, fl, (• ^ .In this case

Proof» Let ft*) be an arbitrary function on

12



J.

The letter equality follows from (6}. la particular,if

i-ОУ is an invariant of the adjoint representation the

l.-h. side is equal to zero for any Ц . Therefore

С

Let ц(*) Qfa)
 b e

 functions invariant under the adjo-

int representation. From (37), (6) in follows that

Analogously { PC*™)} Q (*+*>)} = О . Con-

sequently (}it x+ fagj f V P(fxJ f VQ($)})=O tor any

| 4 «, ftt. • ВУ replacing ^ by x+X,«b and ^ by
i a t M s iden^ty алй putting X s /*|Cx^,«-J^

we conclude tha'*

^ (38)

at A5£ Xj, . With the aid of the obvious limiting tran-

sition one finds that eq. (36) remains valid also if X|SA&

.equation (38) coincides with (36) owing to the definition

of the Poiacon bracket *J . By setting £ =. £m (j ~ jf^

*' Apart from (36), another essential consequence fol-
lows from (37J:

This relation is evident for regular X , i .e. for those
X arhich obey the following! condition: the relations
С«-»хЗ̂ О j i,ixKl~O.t lead°to Z.AtCjsO . The theorem

i s wellknown that i f *f i s a finite-dimensional Lie al-



in (36i one comes to the necessary

In сазе one considers not the jS'jô  (П|п1~ thepry

but the p p IM,|1T) - theory the traces do not exist, ne-

vertheless, the above coasideration does not loose sense

completely. It. Indicates that the first integrals should

be looked for in the form (?S) (or O5)), with «he traces

understood, however, in the regularized sense. 1'ue speci-

fic form of this regularization depends on details. It

may be scarcely pointed in general form»

In concluding this section we give a nontrivial solu-

tion of the equations (33)» (34)

(39)

(one should use (21) when verifying it).

5. CLASSICAL KQjmflfcG-Bg VRIES EQUATION AS А РДДТ1-

CULAR CASE OF THE ABSTRACT Л£

Take the space £ fa ) ) for ^ * wfaere ^
is the conventional Lebesegue megsure on a straight line,

and the operators A="7x= ^ / * ) ^ and 6 = & for A

and & f C^f J^J - j Wd*#) f (Й <% . Ifter sub-

stitutiog these vaxuee of A j6 and 0 into (22у we

gebra with nondegenerate invariant scalar product each its
element is a limit of regular ones. Thus the relation
(s) via the limiting transition may be extended to a2J nhe
elements of Q .

In the iafinite-dimensional cpee no analogous general
theorem is knows end thus a verification is needed in eve-
ry given situation. For example, the theorem retains its
power for the algebra SpCMiSL) • W e corresponding con-
vergence should be understood in the sense of et-ong ope-
rator topology.

14



obtain the equation for

О v. •" " ~ tii " x . %r* • л i (40)

where lv^ ^ ^ ) ie the iterated Kernel» V/
a
(X

t

- S
W
C
X
t$) ^0, XHf

 (when d e r i T l n
8 equation (40) from

(22) we need the integration by parts

CCA fX-o -

Equation (40) possesses the property easy to verify by

direct calculation: if у/(Х,ЭДв V O O SO
6
"*)^) *he r.-h.

side of d40) hao he analogous form. In other words, the

operators of multiplication by a function form in this

an in' iriant manifold. By substituting W£*,*l','b) =

|t)$(x-y) into (40) one finds that V^X,^) oeeye

the Korteragjde Vries equation

The auxiliary spectral problem (26), (32) has the form

(we set X s iK in (32))

||„. - О с-a)

Equation (42) ie evidently equivalent to the SohrSdln-

ger equation with respect to U) t

15



(
- г Ч + У(.

Л
Л Ъ - * ТХ (43)

4*.
Therefore we fall into the standard channel of the stu-

dying of the Jtorteweg-de Tries equation by the inverse sca-

ttering method |flij .

However one nay nanagb Without the reduction to the

Schrffdiager equation, too.

let "Ц7— I I be a matrix solution of equati-

on (42). Let tj7/x\ s tf/xH/xl • 'Лиге

and the square root fVW~£ ie adopted to have the

cut along the positive halfaxie and to satisfy the condi-

tion У-Тж •*"£ . For Jf/X J the equation arises

(44)

Let

Consequently> there «xi'jte a solution of equation'(44)

with the same property: y^ f 'fy 4> 1 • be* ue ^9°-

se the auxiliary asymptotic
v x JF/

i c ooncuLtion on i t

at X-+ — Qo • Ib« asyaptotic

•9
behavior ct X C * ) ei X-*+€»e hae the form

put



фИ (27), The matrix

tisfies the equation (44), like £ , The transparent cal-

culations show that

tfhence the asymptotical condition for Jf at X+oo followss

Therefore, Q^ [Xit)a^(x,t)T«fc CjC.With the use of

(45) we conclude that when

Нзасе

In other words, 7£p = 0J "ТГ
 =
ЬЦЬ1ч|'О . Ihue,

is an integral of motion.

Since li ia a differentipl operator oquatione (29),

(35) do not have a direct sense. However hP(u"TWj J

admits the r&gularization with the aid of the resolvent

similar to that considered in ?ef. £э\ • With the r.-L*

side of (29), (35) understood in this sense one с л obta-

in the complete*set of integrals for the Korteweg-d* 7riea

equation.

17



6. MAHY-DIMSSSIOSAl AHAbOGS OP THB КОДРСТДО-РВ TRIES

EQUAT1QB

Consider ae %, the direct stun of К copies of the

space hC f Я» t <*•*) » where Л0С is the usual Lebes-

gue nleaeure in the IV -dimensional space Пл K^" 2-,

It ie natural to represent- the elements of

component vector-functione on

Set

(V

are real spinoriaJ matrices, Xj
 B
 -i , A

We define the operator О by the matrix kernel

previouto the previous case we obtain the equation for

i
and- W e b«e the same meaning ae in (40;. Unlike the

one-dlaepBional case the operators of multiplication by

• function do not constitute an invariant subepace. "Hue

la not. unexpected since for thj maaj-dimensional Schro*din~

ger equation the differential L"ju pair is known hot

to exist



The auxiliary spectral problem (32) with the U* -mat-

rix of the form (39) hae the form

Ш)

where (W Г̂ К W - 2j W
4
" Ы\

It is evidently eiy ivalent to the SchrSdinger equation

for <£:
(48) '

The expressions (29,35) tor the first integrals of motion

admit regiUariiataon with the aid of the resolvent with

the help of sufficiently large power of the resolvent.

We hope we shall study equation. (46) in details in

future.

1.

I. The theory of Lie groups is a flexible tool to

built nonlinear equations th t possess the Lax pair and,

what is more, are £ul«r equations. At present a long list

of equations possessing the Lax pair is known, whereas те-

гу few of them are known to have a group origin like the

Korteweg de Vries equation does.

If they all appeared possessing this property thiс

would imply the triumph of the natural-phyloeophic prin-

ciple in accordance with which the first integral* of the

dynamical systems are always connected witfc groups, al-

though this connection may be more intimate than it ie in

19



the No'ether theorem. In particular, all the arguments gi-

ven in the present paper remain valid if the initial real

apace X is replaced by the complex one. Then, the bi-

linear form (10) changes into Hermitlan one and the requi-

rements of its invariance lead to one of the red versi-

ons of the orthogonal algebra. The щяпу-dimeneicial analogs

of the Korteweg-de Vrias equations built on its basis have

the form (4.6),ae before, but the matrices )f; must no
a

longer be real, although the requirement of henrlticity

retains. Is particular, the Paul! matrices are accep-

table,

II. The Korteweg-de Vriei equation admits the well-

known Hamilton interpretation in which the role of the

phase space is played by the space of functions of one

гьа1 variable with the exterior form

On the other hand, the Poisson bracket (I) -in the orbits

of the adjoint representation is nondegenerate and given

by the exterior form (see

w* (|д)= C*> iXW),
 (50)

where X is a point of the orbit, "% Yl are vectors

tangent to the orbit in the point X .

At the first glance it is natural to expect that the

restriction of the form (50) t.ato the manifold of the Lax

, П* * \
operators - -. ._ / eh^ aid reproduce the

20



fora (49). Ihie is not. the case, however: it is easy to

see that the restriction o£ the form (50) onto this mani-

fold proves to be identically zero.

III. Within the conventional approach to the Korteweg^

de Vrlee equation all the dynamical dyatema of the form

(24) in the space of Schrodinger operators appear to be

Hamiltonian as regards to the (exterior form (49))» Shia

does not hold for the abstract Schrodinger equation„ liei-e

is the simplest example of the operator £\ that creates

dynamics in the epece of operators L on the form (21)

with Л — Ъ J B«1, C= Ц. but casanot ba rbpreaented as

^ • *
и
 * Ш)

Д = У (

(51)

The corresponding Lax equation Li — L " , M J
 l s e q u l v a

_

lent to the nonlinear evolution equation

that is not reducible to higher Korteweg-de Vriee e-uation.

21
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